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Thi.~ w(}rk arises jrom interviews with key stage two teachers who were shown a task

bave~i on the Fihonacci sequence and asked whether they wolt[d use it ~vith their current

class or mathem(iticy set. Mentions of the word ‘pattern’ ond related ideas were

(?.rtrcicti’(l,fr(]~~zthe resulting discutvsions and considered in more d~tai[. The }vord

‘pattern’ ivas u,vedf~~ir-ly,frequenfly, though with d(fering degrees of en th~isia.vnl. There

were a [so diflerencet~ in whether teachers <felta[[ ch i[dren could be he[ped to see
patt(~rn.sj ~~’itha tendency to regard pattern spotting as a top set activity

Background

Sequences are related to pattern by many writers (eg DfEE 1999,0wen 995). Mason et

al ( 1985 j talk abo~n ‘seeing a patter-n’ as a step towards expressing generality.

Hargreaves et al ( 1999) suggest ten processes which may be invoIved in handling

number sequences, with searching for patterns topping their list.

Pattern in mathematical investigations is also relevant to this work. Garrard ( 1986)

advocates encouraging primary children to look for patterns and relationships when

corrying out mathematical investigations. Bird (1986) talks about encouraging children

to carry out mtithematical activities and gives searching for patterns as an example of

such activities.

Method

The work described here arises from analysis of interviews held with Key Stage 2

teachers. The interviews were about tasks in mathematics and the section used here was

based on a published task. This was one of a selection of tasks which teachers were
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shown and asked whether

class or mathematics set.

hey would use it, with or without changes, with their curren

The task was taken from a book of starting points designed to generate mathematical

activity (Bird 1986 page 47). This task starts by asking children to continue the

Fibonacci sequence. They are then asked to chose three adjacent numbers from the

sequence and explore what happens when they multiply the two outer numbers and

square the middle one.

The discussions of’ the task were tape recorded. Key words and phrases were identified

from the transcripts. The work described here arises from analysis of those responses

containing the key word ‘pattern’.

Findings

This activity led to plenty of discussion of pattern. Of the 25 teachers interviewed, ten

used the word pattern and four discussed related issues without using the word. .Many of

the mentions of patterns and of seeing and finding patterns were fairly brief.

Try a[~d in~e.vtig(ite the di~irs~lt pa~tern~ (Ruth)

. . .hri}),q UIJnu[)d)cr p(ittcrll.7 ( Va!)

~OU[d 100/(”([rpatr(?rnt7 mid work it out (So!ly)

...i,~ab(j[{t se(~iflg p({rtern~ (Coii!l )

. . . like ths ide([ of finding patternv (Bill)

Some teachers talked specifically about patterns related to sequences.

We do ql{itc’ (1hit,... JVl[a[i.~the patteni ? \Vhat iv the sequence? .Y(~ they ‘d h lisd to

that... (C(~li/z)

We[l that a<yain, th(!t ’s ,sofnethiflg we go ofl to clo and we do ql!itc a {of ofi iLs– iv I(wkin<q

fi~t’patterniv i!z nu~}~hcrs (!lld um, >’01[kno~~’,.fiddiiHg with .Yeq[!ence~ urlti! >’(HI,>’{M[k}louy,

~ind a ((m7mo!I Ii?lk. . . . (’Shilr(>n,)
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Others talked about looking for relationships or patterns in results. There was less

certainty about this with one teacher making it clear that he was not sure about the

reasons for doing this.

There were some aspects of pattern on which teachers seemed to hold different ~’iews.

The first was what could be done to help children to see patterns, Whereas some

teacher-s seemed to think that the seeing of patterns was something which either

happened or not, there were others who were clear about what they Jvou]d do to help and

encourage children looking f’or patterns. A related issue was whether or not all children

cou~d see patterns, with some teachers seeing this as an activity for the more able and

suggesting that some children simply could not do it.

-7.5
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Discussion

The fwt that so n~any teachers used the word pattern in discussing sequences represents

an overlap between their discussion and that of ‘experts’. This demonstrates a marked

contrast to many other aspects of their discussion. On the whole they were enthusiastic

about ]ooking for patterns and saw it as a familiar activity. Although this represents a

starting p{)int, there is clearly potential for extending teachers” ideas about pattern. 111

pmticular, many would benefit from a consideration of how children can be assisted in

looking for patterns.

Perhaps nlost striking however was the way seeing patterns was vie~ved by teachers of’

Ciifferent sets. This is in line with some other findings. Ailebone ( 1998) asked class

teachers (Ji’year 5 children to identify characteristics they felt \vere demonstrated by able

l~~uthe]~l:itici~ins. Looking for patterns is the first characteristic listed. Watson ( 1996)

analyses comments about mathematical! ability made by 25 teachers. Her list of
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mathematical activities mentioned by teachers includes ‘showing interest in pattern and

structure’.

[n viewing pattern spotting as an activity for mathematically able children, the teachers

interviewed are confirming the findings of previous studies. Their views are

particularly significant however in view of recent moves towards setting in primary

schools and suggest that pattern spotting is regarded by some as a top set activity.
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